Feeling Strong, Alive,
Healthy & wanna Stay that
way ?
Congratulations - you’ve found your code , you’ve jail
broken your potential .
You’ve slipped into your sweet spot ...but how did you do it ?
Remember - nothing can exist without an environment for it to exist in.
Look at your daily routine - consider how you’ve recently budgeted
your time , energy & attention. All of these contributed to creating a
very specific atmosphere / environment within you. These behavior ,
hobbies & habits act as a 3 digit combination that unlocks the
intended Freedom, Power & Peace you need in order to fulfill
purpose. Within this environment you’ll find contentment coupled
with power. You’ll find ease combined with divine participation.
This arena you’ve found yourself in is not to be taken lightly - it’s
your Life Hack & you don’t have to lose it to appreciate it. Take a
moment *now & commit to memory the ingredients of your present life
& formulate a plan to preserve them. Many can acquire “temporary
joy” or taste bliss for a moment > but who will maintain it , who will
truly occupy this space & implant it as a New-Norm ?
Whatever you acquire Requires Maintenance. If you are living
the life of your dreams - now is the time to transcribe everything that
is feeding it and making it possible. Of course, i know life can hit us

with unexpected changes & we may not be able to keep the same
people, same job or live in the same city - but what we can do right
now is : identify the [unique offering] that those people, that Job and
that city supply us with and do our due diligence to hold space for
the next person, next job or next city that offers the same or similar
ingredients.
Listen ... God may have assigned the destiny but you’ve been given
control over …

